Challenges of teaching EBM

As a clinician at an academic institution and possessor of a master’s degree in clinical epidemiology, I support the principles of evidence-based medicine (EBM). Nevertheless, I have found it a challenge to teach EBM, primarily because it is a significant challenge to practise EBM. The series by Peter Wyer and associates, especially the “tips for teachers” components, will go a long way toward assisting in the instruction of EBM, but unless trainees can use EBM practically and witness their teachers using it practically, we will not achieve the goal of EBM becoming a core competency of the next generation of physicians.

Part 1 in the series is an example. Using tip 2 (“Balancing benefits and adverse effects in individual patients”) requires information on the background risk. This in turn requires efficient access to that kind of information cited in the article. Efficient and effective access to that kind of information in most settings — either the over-busy hospital ward or the private office — is a challenge. (Ease of access is not a problem, because of ubiquitous Internet connectivity and the plethora of databases.)

In some areas of practice (particularly cardiovascular disease and cancer) information is available to feed into EBM approaches, such as the results of randomized controlled trials, background risks and other epidemiologic data. In other specialty fields, however, such as pediatrics, those data do not exist. In generalist fields such as family medicine the problem is the huge variety of patients and the constant shift from simple to complex conditions across age groups.

Two factors have hindered adoption of EBM: the challenge of teaching this material and the challenge of applying it. This series will (hopefully) help to address the former, but we have not done enough about the latter.
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I am just finishing a master’s degree in medical education, and my thesis work is closely related to the series on learning and teaching EBM. I have used the name DIETS (for “Disease management Interactive Teaching Script”) for my system, which incorporates up-to-date EBM in teaching the management of chronic disease to primary care doctors and nurses. The DIETS system includes presentations on topics such as hypertension and diabetes, which take the form of mini-lessons or “slide sets.” In contrast to the teaching tips articles, which a reader can dip into and out of, each DIETS talk must be presented in its entirety, as a reflection of the longitudinal nature of primary care. Another difference is that feedback in DIETS is formalized, appearing in the third slide of each set, whereas feedback is less structured in the teaching tips. An important similarity between the scripts used in the DIETS system and those in the EBM series is that the teaching of particular points conforms with the suggestions of Peile and colleagues, who discussed the notion of threshold concepts — key concepts that, once understood, allow learners to understand, interpret or view something in a different way. Until that threshold is crossed, the student will struggle to progress.

I have used part 1 of the teaching tips series to analyze the synopsis (published recently in CMAJ) of the
Three of the authors respond:

We thank Harold Siden and Gerry Burns for sharing their insights regarding the challenges of teaching EBM to clinicians and for raising important issues pertaining to the use of tips (or scripts) and other fascinating innovations in such teaching. Siden points more broadly to obstacles to the full integration of EBM into clinical practice. We have addressed Gerry Burns’s comments regarding number needed to treat, cost-effectiveness and long-term outcomes in a previous letter.1

Burns suggests a relationship, and some potential differences, between our EBM scripts; his own scripts and the notion of “threshold concepts” being developed within the ETL project (Enhancing Teaching-Learning Environments in Undergraduate Courses) at the University of Edinburgh (www.ed.ac.uk/etl/project.html). We suspect that the improvisational aspect of our scripts may constitute one important difference. Our scripts, like those studied by Irby,3,4 are subject to variation, truncation and expansion, depending on the circumstances and on learners’ prior knowledge. Irby described how exemplary clinical teachers balance illness and curriculum scripts in the course of customizing their teaching rounds to the needs of both patients and learners.1 Rather than threshold concepts, he focused on characteristic learner misconceptions as guides to instructional decisions.

We find interactive teaching to be inherently improvisational. In the teachers’ versions of our tips,1 narrative descriptions highlight possible variations based on learners’ responses and characteristic errors. The reports of field tests describe substantive modifications of the approaches that have arisen when teachers not involved in developing the tips used them in learner settings different from those in which they originated.5 Both Siden and Burns touch on the need to adapt the tips to specific contexts by using examples and corresponding numbers relevant to the topic or question at hand. Readers of both the learners’6 and the teachers7 versions of a single tips installment, such as installment 2 on confidence intervals, may notice that a given example is presented more generically in the latter than in the former. We expect that teachers who adopt these approaches will frequently supply their own clinical context, numbers drawn from an article being appraised or other specialty-specific content.

Siden comments on variations in availability of quality evidence among different medical specialties and clinical areas. Resources such as the ACP Journal Club place internal medicine in advance of many other specialties in important clinical areas. Efforts aimed at a broader range of specialties exist, such as the McMaster Online Rating of Evidence (“MORE”; see http://hiru.mcmaster.ca/more). A paucity of clinical research ultimately limits evidence-based clinical practice. Undoubtedly, the forefronts of medical knowledge based upon well-performed clinical research will continue to expand over time, rendering all the more salient the need for effective teaching tools in equipping clinicians to digest and use such information.
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